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Complete Leader 
People Lab
Discover the People Lab - an exclusive leadership accelerator designed for Board Members 
and Executive Leaders.  Our half-day, immersive simulation is crafted to elevate your 
professional skills in real-time by simulating future workplace scenarios.   

Maximise Your Leadership Impact:

• Engage with complex, future-forward challenges to refine your strategic thinking.
• Navigate through simulated environments to enhance your problem-solving agility.
• Harness the winds of change – evolve, adapt, and flourish in the face of adversity.  

Acknowledging the demands of your time, the People Lab is a strategic investment in 
leadership excellence, delivering significant learning outcomes in a concise, half-day format.  

• Delve into the decision making intricacies with real-world complexities.
• Explore diverse leadership styles and values through interactive group challenges. 
• Gain a deeper understanding of your leadership approach and its impact. 

The People Lab isn’t just a learning experience; it’s a transformational journey that prepares 
you to lead with confidence and adaptability in tomorrow’s business landscape. 



People Lab 
AI: Leading at the
Cutting Edge
In an era where AI reshapes every aspect of business, it’s imperative for leaders to steer this 
transformation with a deep ethical compass.   The People Lab equips Board Members and 
Executive Leaders to master this narrative, ensuring technology advances with a human touch.  

• Embrace the responsibility of shaping a tech-driven future that respects and enhances 
human values. 

• Learn to identify and address the ethical quandaries that emerge with AI integration in 
business.

• Develop a framework for making decisions that balance technological potential with ethical 
imperatives.

Our simulation is a mirror to the evolving corporate landscape, demanding leadership that 
not only excels in AI adoption but does so with unwavering ethical integrity.

By joining the People Lab, you position yourself at the forefront of AI leadership, ready to 
pioneer innovations with a conscience.   



Data Critical Thinking

Data Critical Thinking equips you with the 
analytical acumen to turn data into strategic 
action.  It’s not just about the numbers; it’s 
about understanding the story they tell and 
the decisions they inform.

• Analyse and interpret data to craft well-
founded strategies, ensuring your choices 
are based on robust insights.

• Learn to spot biases in data, 
understanding their influence on your 
decision-making processes.  

• Develop the skills to communicate 
complex data insights in a clear, concise 
manner, making them accessible to 
stakeholders and team members. 

• Transform data analysis into concrete 
actions that drive progress and innovation.

Apply critical thinking to data, turning it into 
tangible results.  This skill is crucial in a data-
driven business environment, enabling you to 
lead with confidence and foresight.  
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Crisis Comprehension

Crisis Comprehension is mastering the 
interplay between the ethical, social, and 
technological realms with AI’s scope.   It’s a 
deep dive into the heart of AI challenges 
ensuring leaders are equipped to handle 
complex situations with a principled approach.

• Grasp the complex web of ethical, social 
and technological issues that AI presents.

• Delve into the core issues, appreciating their 
wider implications for the future of business 
and society.

• Uphold ethical standards while navigating 
AI’s complexities, fostering a holistic 
perspective.  

Recognise how AI crises affect various 
stakeholders.   Learn to articulate complex 
issues and make choices that reflect a nuanced 
understanding of the diverse landscape, 
ensuring inclusivity and clarity.

Equip yourself with the critical thinking skills 
necessary to lead through AI-driven crises.  A 
safe environment to test decisions and 
strategies, preparing you for real-world 
challenges.  
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Enter the Simulation
Step Into The Future of Leadership
Immerse yourself into EthAIcal City, a half day simulation where the 
boundaries between technology and human innovation blur.  Experience 
firsthand how advanced AI can revolutionise urban life, from managing 
traffic flows to personalising education.

• Marvel at a cityscape powered by AI, showcasing energy-efficient 
buildings and smart waste management systems.

• Witness AI’s potential in enhancing the quality of life by predicting 
healthcare needs and customising learning experiences.

• Learn to navigate the ethical landscape of AI, addressing algorithmic 
biases, data privacy, and cultural integration.

EthAIcal City isn’t just a simulation – it’s a reflection of the emerging 
challenges leaders face today.   Your decisions will shape the simulated 
city’s future, offering valuable insights into ethical governance in an AI-
driven world.



Ethical Rigour
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Practicality
Practicality ensures that visionary ideas are not just 
theoretically sound but also actionable and 
relevant to EthAICal City’s unique context.  It’s 
about grounding innovation into reality to achieve 
feasible and impactful results.

• Foster solutions that are as pragmatic as they 
are visionary, ensuring they can be effectively 
implemented within EthAIcal City.  

• Utilise available resources intelligently to bring 
your strategic plans to fruition.

• Develop solutions that respect and reflect 
EthAIcal City’s distinctive needs, ensuring 
seamless integration and optimal functionality.

Learn to navigate the fine line between innovative 
thinking and practical application – preparing you 
to bring transformative ideas to life in your 
organisation.  
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Adaptability
Adaptability measures your ability to pivot with 
agility to emerging insights and feedback.   It’s 
the cornerstone of future-focused leadership, 
allowing you to navigate through change with 
foresight and flexibility.  

• Develop the acumen to adapt strategies 
promptly in response to new information and 
challenges encountered into the simulation.

• Actively listen and integrate varied 
viewpoints to enrich your approach and 
solutions.

• Stay ready to revise plans and innovate as 
you face unexpected scenarios within 
EthAIcal City. 

Puts you in the driver’s seat, challenging you to 
respond to dynamic situations with adaptive 
strategies that uphold the integrity and vision of 
your leadership.  
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Values Integration
Values Integration ensures that leadership decisions 
resonate with and reinforce foundational values like 
fairness, transparency, inclusivity, and sustainability.   
This aspect of the lab enhances leaders’ ability to 
incorporate these principles into strategic planning 
and execution.

• Develop solutions that demonstrate a strong 
alignment with ethical and social values, ensuring 
your leadership promotes a culture of integrity.

• Embrace transparency in your strategies, fostering 
trust and open communication within your 
organisation and within stakeholders.  

• Prioritise sustainability and inclusivity in your 
decision-making, reflecting a commitment to the 
long-term well-being of the community and the 
environment.

A platform to practice weaving these values into real-
world business scenarios, preparing leaders to make 
decisions that are not only effective but also ethically 
sound and socially responsible.  
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Ethical Rigour is about embedding moral 
principles into the fabric of decision-making.   It 
ensures the efficiency is not the sole driver of 
action, but rather, each decision is weighed 
against its moral implications.

• Infuse every strategic decision with an 
unwavering commitment to ethics, setting a 
standard for leadership integrity.

• Investigate the ethical dimensions of potential 
solutions, ensuring your leadership reflects 
what is morally right. 

• Adhere to ethical standards throughout 
problem-solving processes, demonstrating 
leadership that is as principled as it is 
progressive. 

The scenarios are designed to challenge and 
refine your ethical framework, preparing you to 
lead with conviction in complex, real-world 
situations.  

.



General
Observations

Exploring Our Team's Dynamics

Team Dynamic  
Observations

“I found joy in stretching 
my mind - breaking free 
from the daily routine to  
dive into and wrestle with 

important, thought-
provoking topics”.

“Collaborating as a 
team, it felt like we were 

pooling our minds to 
unravel tangible 

challenges – a genuine 
sense of camaraderie in 

every problem we 
approached”.

“Delving into the ethics 
and risks involved with AI 
felt like suddenly being 
aware of a  whole new 

layer to technology, one 
that's both fascinating and 
a bit daunting - why don’t 

we have an AI policy?”.

“Seeing how a new group 
operated in a really new 
terrain gave me a front-

row seat to innovation and
adaptation in action - it 

was a fascinating learning
experience”.

“As an exercise in 
complex problem solving, 

this event is a powerful 
educational  tool for senior 
leaders, tackling real-world 

challenges head-on –
a perfect  collaboration 
opportunity for Boards 
and Executive teams”.

“Realising how my values 
shaped my choices in 
tough times was like 

finally understanding why 
I react the way I do in a 

crisis – it was eye-
opening”.

Hear What Our Executive Leaders Have to Say…

75% of participants
gave a score of 9 and above.



Cyber Security 

The digital age presents unparalleled 
opportunities and significant cybersecurity 
challenges.  Our next People Lab session, 
focusing on “Cyber Security”, is designed to 
equip leaders with the knowledge and skills 
to protect their organisations in an 
increasingly complex digital landscape.

Key Highlights:

• Gain an understanding of the current 
cyber threat environment and its 
implications for businesses.  

• Learn to identify, assess, and mitigate 
cyber risks effectively.

• Develop the skills to lead confidently 
during cybersecurity incidents, ensuring 
swift and effective action.

• Understand how to cultivate a culture of 
cybersecurity awareness within your 
organisation.  
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Mental Health 

Mental health is not just a personal issue but 
a workplace imperative.   The upcoming 
People Lab session focused on “Mental 
Health at Work” will help you gain valuable 
insights into creative a supporting, healthy 
and productive work environment.

Key Highlights:

• Dive deep into the fundamentals of 
mental health and its impact on 
employee well-being and productivity.

• Learn how to develop and implement 
effective mental health strategies that 
foster a positive and inclusive workplace 
culture.

• Enhance your emotional intelligence and 
leadership skills to effectively support 
team members facing mental health 
challenges. 

• Equip yourself with tools to build 
resilience within your teams, enhancing 
their ability to adapt and thrive in 
challenging environments.
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Complete Leader
People Lab 

Coming Soon ... 
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We build leaders. 
All kinds of leaders.

We believe that leadership lies at 
solving the world’s problems.

The need to have capable leaders
is greater than ever.  


